BlueRidge Federal Consulting LLC
Capability Statement
BlueRidge Federal Consulting LLC (BlueRidge) is a Veterans
Administration certified Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small
Business (SDVOSB) management consulting company. BlueRidge
Federal Consulting provides a full range of integrated consulting
services that include Program and Project Management, Business
Transformation, and Organizational Change Management (OCM) to
Federal clients and we have been delivering successful consulting
results since we opened our doors in January 2014.
BlueRidge Core Service Offerings
BlueRidge offers a number of professional management consulting services with a focus on
Federal clients. Our solutions are tailored to the specific challenges and context of Government
environments. As Veterans, our core team has a strong understanding of the Department of
Defense (DoD) and the opportunities to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of our Armed
Services.
Portfolio, Program and Project Management
Our Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business (SDVOSB) includes several experienced
Project Management Professionals (PMP) who apply tailored management approaches to
optimize resource allocation, minimize risk and ensure the on-time completion of management
objectives within the assigned budget. BlueRidge Lean Six Sigma Black Belts have current
experience facilitating process improvement to improve program efficiency and effectiveness.
We also provide leadership with insightful portfolio analysis to inform resource allocation and
assist in strategic planning.
The BlueRidge ProvenPM project management framework features active Risk Management to
better identify, track and proactively manage risks and assumptions - reducing project volatility
and improving predictability. ProvenPM also provides greater project visibility to stakeholders
and leadership with intuitive dashboards that articulate Work Package-centric performance. This
arms leaders with the key operational insights needed to make fact-based decisions and the
ability to respond to project issues in a timely manner.
Supply Chain Management
BlueRidge consultants have provided Supply Chain Management support to the Army, Air Force
and Defense Logistics Agency (DLA). We have developed Supply Chain Strategies, collected
and analyzed performance data, evolved cost-saving and cost avoiding business processes, and
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even supported tactical logistics interdiction to get frustrated, mission critical materiel to frontline warfighters.
Training
Our Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business (SDVOSB) is proud to be currently
supporting the DoD Medical Health System (MHS) Genesis Program implementing a new
Electronic Health Record System across all the Services clinics and hospitals world-wide.
Effective classroom trainers and over-the-shoulder coaches are crucial to successful adoption of
new technologies and workflows. We also have experience with training strategy, design, and
development. Our work with a massive information technology and process redesign in the Air
Force exposed our team to the complexities of multimedia, multi-channel training design,
development and associated configuration control as the program evolved.
Technology Readiness Assessment
BlueRidge has current experience conducting Technology Readiness Assessments (TRA) for
Medical Research & Development (R&D) programs. We designed and developed medicallyrelevant Technology Readiness Level (TRL) evaluation criteria and a TRA administration
approach that efficiently collects relevant data points to quickly produce an independent
assessment of current TRL and the specific activities needed to advance that technology.
Our TRA approach also considers broader technology development needs and risks. BlueRidge
TRA Reports include programmatic context, resource requirement forecasts, translation
considerations, and development risks to inform and enable medical modernization leaders with
the data needed to better Govern investments and Plan, Program, Budget and Execute (PPBE).
Other Service Offerings
The BlueRidge team offers a number of other services to include Change Management, Media
Design and Development, Modeling and Simulation, Semantic Integration, Application
Performance Monitoring, Network Operations, and other similar management and technology
services. In addition to our personal networks of professionals, we have also established
relationships with multiple large and small business partners which enables us to pull together
teams to tackle challenges that don't fully map to our offerings.
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